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Open wide the flap attached to this booklet and enter the infonnation required in the boxes of the flap. 

This paper is arranged in two sections, A and B. Answer ALL questions in Section A and B. 

Section A: 
Answer ALL the questions in the spaces provided. The mar~ allocation for each question is indicated. 

1l, • 

Section B: 
Ali questions in Section B carry equal marks. 

.. 
You are reminded of the necessity for good English and orderly presentation in your anSl1-'ers. 

ln calculatians, you are advised ta shotov ail the steps in J'our warking, giving yaur answer al each stage, 

Electronic calculators may be used. 
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Section A 

Answer ail 15 questions in this section 

1.	 A telcvision set has a tagged priee of 300,000F. If the eashier finally aceepted nO,OOOF 
payment. What is the discount percent ofreduction'! (5 marks) 

. x -- 2 3x - 4 
2. Solve for x 111 ~- -= -- .	 (4 marks)

6 4 

.~~ ( ,~,. . 25x x'. 
3.	 (4 marks)Slmphfy 16 x '2) 
4. (5 marks) 

5. ",Given three vectors p = 4i - j q -= --3i and !.. = 5i + aj. Find 

(a) p-2q. 

(b) The value of the sealar "a" for whieh !:.. is parallel to p - 2q. (6 marks) 

6.	 Given the progression 1, 5, 9, ... 
Determine 
(a) the type of progression 
(b) the nth teilli of the progression 
(e) the sum of 20 terms.	 (6 marks) 

7. 

l, 
/ '" 
~ 
cm ~'\.1200 ,S

. T 70 4cm 
. 6cm 
'. R

Q 

8. 

In the figure, QP ·is paraUel to RS, QP = 8em, QT = 6em, RS = 4em, 
angles PTS = 120° and TRS = 70°. 
Find: (a) the size of angle PQS. 
(b) the length ofTS ' 
(c) If triangle PQT and triangle RTS are similar, find the scale factor of enlargement of 
6RTS to MQf. (6 marks) 

_ ~ 

Given that lines AB and AD are tangents to the circle. Angle BAD = 50°, 
Angle BDM = 60°. CaIculate the numerical value of the angles labelled 
(a) x 
(b) y 
(e) z (6 marks) 

c A 

9.	 The transformation T is defined by T: (x,y) ~ (-2y,-3x- 2y). 

(a) State the image of (-1, -3) under T. 
(b) State the transformation matrix T.	 (4 marks) 
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10" Complete the truth table for inclusive "or" and "and',rp---rq--=3--. rvq-l-_p-v-q--~ 

!T--~T-- ·····--I~tt--.-.r;-- .. 1 -- .

rT- -ï~----+-·_-=E" 1 . 

If F ---i-·--
L_______ --------'-_._ .. _ ._ 

(4 marks) 

Il. (a) Given that a = 26 r~, make x the subject of the equation.Vx 
(b)Ifa'+!J=IO and a-b=4. whatis 2a-5b. (6 marks) 

12.
 

Given the diagram with nk) = ] 6. find 

(a) the value of x 
(b) n(A) 
(c)ï1(A1

) (6 marks) 
13.
 

Write dOW11 three inequalities which satisfy the shaded regioIi 91. (6 marks) 

14. The figure is a triangUla?!Rh sorne dimensions stated on the diagram. 

'K~~ -\O~- ~ - ~ __ -~F 
~------ ---~---

.1 B -;c~- c----~-

Ca1culate 
(a) the side AB 

·1 
1 (b) the volume of the prism 

(c) state the number of edges. (6 marks) 

15. Find the LCM and HCF of 144, 60 and 100. (6 marks) 
Total = 80 marks 

(Scale to 40 marks) 
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SECTION B " 
ANS'''ER ALI. FOUR QUESTTONS IN THIS SECTION. 

EACH QUESTION CARRIES 15 MARKS. 

1.	 (i) A notice board is of dimensions 2m by 0.75m. 60% of the surface is used for 
publishing exams results, 10% of the remaining is used for timetablc, and the rest is used for 
advertisement material. 
(a) What is the surface area of the notice board? 
(b) Whât area is used for exams results? 
(c) What area is used for timetab1e? 
(d) What area is used for advertisement material? 
(ii) The distance from John's home to his schoo1 is 3km. If John wa1ks to school at a 

speed of 5m/s. 
(a) At what time does he reach schoo1 ifhe left home at 7.00am? 
(b) A cJeaner left school al 7.30am ta John's house waJking al Sm/s.
 
At what time does he arrive the house?
 
(c) at what time will John and the cleaner bypass each other? (8, 7 marks) 

2.	 (i)(a) Find the value of k if x -1 is a factor of x 3 + 4x 2 + kx - 6. 
(p) Find the othcr factors using the value of k. 

(") S 1 h . 1- x x 511 o. ve t e equatlon -- +-- =-. 
x l--x 2 

(iii) Giventhe runctionsfandgdetined on 9-l as: f:x~3x+k, g:x~5x-l, 

where k is a constant. find: 
(a) g-1(9) . 

(b) the value ofk suchthatJg and gfrepresent the same function. (6,4,5 marks) 

3.	 .(a) Given matrÏx T = (5 2J, find rI, the inverse of T. 
7 -3	 . 

(b) Find 'a' ifthe rnatrix (a -1 0 Jis singular. 
.	 a a+1 

(c) A triangle with vertices A (-1, 3) B (2, 1) and C (-2, 2) is transfonned by the matrix 
a b' 

M = . Jonto the triangle AI (-2,3) BI (4, 1) and Cl (-4,2). Find the exact values of a...( ~ d	 . ~ . 
b, a arid d. 

(d) Describe from drawings of ~ABC and ~A1B IC l, the transfonnation represented by 
the matrix M. (3,3, 7, 2 marks) 

4.	 The foilowing table shows the scores for 60 students in a statistics test. 
Score x) 0 1 2 4 5 1 6 10 
Frequency (f) 2 2. 7 10 10 3 

Find 
(a) The median 
(b) The meap ofthis distribution 
(c) Construct a cumulative frequency table to display the data. 
(d) Taking 1cm to represent 1 unit on the horizontal axis and 2cm to represent ten units on the
 
vertical axis.
 
Use your cumulative frequency table to draw the cumulative frequency graph for the test.
 
(e) From the graph, calculate the interquartile range.
 
(t) Calculate the probability that a student chosen at random obtained a score of at least 8.
 

(2. 3, 3.2,3, 2 marks' 
(Total = 60 marks) 
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